Linear invariants, discovered by Lake, promise to provide a versatile way of inferring phylogenies on the basis of nucleic acid sequences (the method that he cahed "evolutionary parsimony"). A semigroup of Markov transition matrices embodies the assumptions underlying the method, and alternative semigroups exist. The set of all linear invariants may be derived from the semigroup by using an algorithm described here. Under assumptions no stronger than Lake's, there are >50 independent linear invariants for each of the 15 rooted trees linking four species.
Introduction
The recent discovery by Lake ( 1987 ) of linear invariants promises to provide an extraordinarily versatile method of inferring phylogenies from nucleic acid sequences while providing naturally for statistical testing of phylogenies as hypotheses.
The method is particularly recommended by the nature of the assumptions that underlie it. These are not philosophical principles but sharply defined scientific hypotheses about the observable relative rates of replacement of particular nucleotides by others. Indeed, linear invariants themselves provide a method of testing these hypotheses. Most important, the assumptions are mild without precedent, allowing a different free choice from a large family of substitution probabilities for every branch of the tree of evolution and every position in the molecule.
In this paper, I present the theory of linear invariants in conventional mathematical language, describe a mechanical method for generating linear invariants, and expand the number of known independent linear invariants for a given tree from two to >50.
Invariants
The problem to be treated is to distinguish among the 15 phylogenetic trees of figure 1. For data, homologous strings of RNA are provided for the four tip species, A, l3, C, and D. Each of these strings is regarded as a sequence of letters from the alphabet { A, G, C, U } . Deletions, rearrangements, etc., are outside the theory; evolution proceeds by substituting letters for other letters. Substitutions at different positions on the string are independent random events. At a given position at any time in the course of evolution, the usual Markov property applies: what happens next may be influenced by the current state but is otherwise independent of the past. (While this independence assumption is probably harmless, the influence of coevolving organisms and of other changing environmental conditions could theoretically render it false.) A change from A to G, from G to A, from C to U, or from U to C is called 302 Cavender a transition. The other eight possible changes are transversions. (When A goes to U and then to G, it will be mathematically convenient to call the whole compound transaction a "transition from A to G.") In this paper, I will also treat the problem of classifying five species. The way to extend the method to other numbers of species will become obvious.
To understand the results, if not the methods, presented here, one only needs the simplest ideas of Markov processes (Kemeny et al. 1974, pp. 137-144, 153-184, 203-2 14) and the ideas of basis and subspace, from linear algebra (Smith 1983, pp. 178-185) .
For a person wishing to solve this problem, nothing could be more desirable than a function of the data whose value depends on the topology and on no other attribute of the tree (such as branch lengths and times of divergence). Since there are degenerate trees with more than one topology, one cannot hope for a single function taking 15 separate values for the 15 topologies. The best that can be expected are functions that take some constant value under some topologies but do not necessarily always take this value under the others. Such functions can reasonably be called invariants because their values remain unchanged over the course of evolution and because the known examples (Cavender and Felsenstein 1987) are actually invariants of algebraic varieties. Of course, rare, chance events can always cause data from different topologies to be identical. Thus, the definition of invariant must be framed to account for randomness. There are at least three possibilities: First, one might say that a function of the expected value of the data is an invariant of a topology if for that topology there is only one value that it can take. (To be useful for discriminating topologies, it must also take some other value at least sometimes for at least one other topology. I do not add this proviso to the definition because an invariant can also be useful in other ways.) This is what I and my coauthor meant by "invariant" in a previous article (Cavender and Felsenstein 1987 ) . Second, one could require the expected value of the function to be constant when it is applied to the random data. For linear functions of the data, this stronger definition is actually equivalent to the first one. The definition that I shall make is formally of this second type. Third, one might say a function of the data is an invariant if its distribution, rather than just the mean, is constant for all trees of the given topology (J. Felsenstein, personal communication).
At each position in the RNA sequence, there is an assignment of a letter A, G, C, or U to each species A, I3, C, and D. The notation AUUG for a pattern means species A, I3, C, and Q have letters A, U, U, and G, respectively, at this position. There are 256 such patterns possible. The 256-dimensional vector that contains the 256 observed frequencies of the patterns is called the spectrum of the RNA sequence (Cavender 1978; Lake 1987) . It is a complete summary of the data for the inference problem.
It is convenient to let AUUG also denote the spectrum that represents nothing but a single occurrence of the pattern AUUG, i.e., a vector with a one and 255 zeros. Using this notation, we define a spectrum Y as Y = ACAC + AUAU + GCGC + GUGU + CACA + CGCG + UAUA + UGUG -ACAU -AUAC -GCGU -GUGC -CACG -CGCA -UAUG -UGUA -ACGC -AUGU -GCAC -GUAU -CAUA -CGUG -UACA -UGCG + ACGU + AUGC + GCAU + GUAC + CAUG + CGUA + UACG + UGCA .
Let S be an observed spectrum and let a function y be defined by the dot product v(S) = Y l S. Lake (1987) showed that, under assumptions, y is an invariant, with y = 0, of the topologies in the left and right columns of figure 1. Symmetrically, he exhibited both a vector X that gives an invariant x of the middle and right columns and a 2 that gives an invariant z of the left and middle columns. Henceforth, I shall 304 Cavender call Y, rather than y, the "invariant." I make this a definition. V] = n0 = 0, where n is the size of the sample of positions; so an invariant good for each position is good for the whole sample. This is true whether or not the spectra for different positions are statistically independent, but I retain the assumption of independence to justify statistical tests.
If Ye S is significantly far from zero, where S is the spectrum of the whole sample, then topologies I and III can both be rejected as hypotheses. Lake's two invariants, Y and 2, for topology I are basis vectors for a two-dimensional space of invariants. That is, the space consists of linear combinations of these two and of nothing more. Are all linear invariants in this space? Not at all. Under assumptions no stronger than Lake made, the subspace of invariants has 68 dimensions (for the symmetric trees I-III) or 54 dimensions (for all the others). Since many choices of assumptions are possible, it is important to have an algorithm that can generate the invariant subspace from given assumptions. These assumptions can be characterized in terms of families of Markov matrices.
Markov Matrices
Choose a single position in the molecule and restrict attention to it. Consider two species, B and s anywhere on the tree. &fine PAo to be the conditional probability of G being in the chosen position at R, given that A is in that position at S. For each other pair of letters from the set { A, G, C, U > , define another p similarly. The Markov matrix from R to S is -
The usual term is Markov transition matrix, but that would be confusing here. As is usual in Markov chain theory, the probability mass function at R can be written as a -row vector and multiplied by P RS, with the matrix on the right, to get a row vector of probabilities at S. I shall use only Markov matrices that point forward in time from an earlier species E to a later species S. If R evolves into 1 which evolves into S, then pm = PEPTs. Thus, when I admit a set of matrices to my model, I shall be forced to also admitall products of members of that set.
A Semigroup of Markov Matrices
For each of the six branches of the tree and for each position in the molecule, there is a Markov matrix. Thus, if there are 1,000 positions, there will be 6,000 different matrices involved. This complexity can be brought under control by treating just one position and extending the invariants to the whole sample by linearity. There will be no linear invariants unless some restriction is placed on the Markov matrices. I shall specify a set of Markov matrices that satisfies a consistency property (multiplicative closure) and shall derive invariants from this set. Since every assumption about the process of evolution is potentially an error, I want to make this set as large as possible.
In particular, I shall use Markov matrices of the form nnpq These matrices state as generally as possible Lake's assumption that, when a transversion occurs, the two possible outcomes are equally probable. Let Yf be the set of all matrices of this form. The product of two matrices from B is sometimes outside of R (i.e., B is not "multiplicatively closed"), and this would be a serious inconsistency if invariants were derived from R. Thus, it is important to know that the union L of all multiplicatively closed subsets of 5V is the largest multiplicatively closed subset of X and is characterized by the additional constraints By multiplying two general matrices of the form of matrix (2) and insisting that pAC = pAu in the product, one quickly sees the necessity, for multiplicative closure, of equation (4). Similarly, equation ( 3) follows from pCA = pc~. Sufficiency is established through a prodigy of high school algebra: multiply two general members of _C and verify that the product is in L.
A multiplicatively closed set of matrices such as AC is a semigroup of matrices. Unlike some semigroups, .C is defined almost entirely by linear constraints on the components of the matrices. (The exception is the requirement that a Markov matrix have no negative components.) This makes it only slightly different from an algebra of matrices, so something of use to taxonomy may be present in the extensive theory of algebras (Albert 1937 (Albert , pp. 217-250, 1961 Deuring 1968) .
Every matrix in L is a linear combination h 'pl + h2p2 + . l l + h7p7 (and here the superscripts are not exponents) of the seven matrices Conversely, every linear combination of these seven that is a stochastic matrix (i.e., has rows summing to 1 and lacks negative components) is in L. Derivation of a basis such as (~1, ~2, . . , , p7 } from linear constraints of the sort that define L is routine.
One regards the elements of L as 16-dimensional vectors. The constraint pAc = pAu says that these vectors are all orthogonal to a particular vector-xl, say. Five more such vectors, x2, x3, . . . , x6, are apparent. To ensure that the row sums are equal, the constraints PAA + PAG + PAC + PAU = PGA i-PGG i-PGC + PGU , PAA + PAG + PAC + PAU = PCA -k PCG -I-pee + pcu , and PAA+PAG +PAC +PAU =PUA+PUG+PU~+PUIJ must also be treated. (If the row sums equal something other than 1, there will be no harm in it.) These last three constraints give x7, x8, and x9. To find matrices such as PI, P2, ***9 p7 is to find seven independent 16-dimensional vectors that are each orthogonal to all of x1, x2, . . . , x9. A matrix inversion algorithm, for example, will do this.
Generating Invariants
Assume all Markov matrices are drawn from .C and continue to restrict attention to one position in the molecule. Let Z be the smallest subspace of 256-dimensional space that contains all expected spectra that can arise. The subspace of linear invariants is the set of all vectors that are orthogonal to Z'. (A vector is orthogonal to &" if it is orthogonal to every vector in &", and this is true if it is orthogonal to every vector in some basis for Z.) The computation of a basis for the space of invariants from a basis for 3' is exactly like the computation of the matrices pI , . . . , p7 from the constraining vectors x1, . . . , x,. Thus, it suffices to compute a basis for 3'. This leads into some discussion of computational shop technique.
At the heart of my computer programs is a "triangularizer" subroutine. It maintains a list of linearly independent vectors. When a new vector h is presented to the triangularizer, it determines whether h can be written as a linear combination of vectors already in the list. If not, the list is enlarged so that it can be. It is useful for efficiency to keep the list in row-echelon form, so this enlargement is a more complicated process than merely adding h to the list. Round-off error would be disastrous to this process, so everything must be done in integer arithmetic. In particular, h is a vector of integersnot an expected spectrum at all, but a multiple of one. If I throw enough vectors h into this subroutine, the list becomes a basis for Z, for the span of the list is the span of the vectors thrown in. The problem is to generate enough vectors h so that every expected spectrum is a combination of some of them.
For concreteness, assume topology IV. Let the Markov matrix on branch a also be called a. Its components are of the form axy where X, Y E { A, G, C, U } . Name the Markov matrices on the other branches b, c, d, e, and f: The probability of pattern AUUG, e.g., is
308 Cavender where R, S, and T, all elements of { A, G, C, U } , are possible states of interior nodes as marked in figure 2 and where TR is the probability of R in the ancestor. [I never constrain the initial distribution r = (r A, ro, Tu, rc Give the name CT to the function that assigns an expected spectrum h =(P{AAAA},P{AAAG},...,P{AUUG},...,P(UUUU))toasetofmatrices a, b, c, d, e, and f and an initial distribution r. That is, h = CT( a, b, c, d, e, J r) . Then <T is a multilinear. That is, a( a, hbl + pb2, c, d, e, J r) = ho(a, bl , c, d, e, J r)  + po( a, bz, c, d, e, J r), and similarly for a, c, d , e, f, and r. This follows from formula ( 5 ) . Mechanized Derivation of Linear Invariants 309 a combination of elements from the set of 470,596. These 470,596 are the vectors h that I feed to the triangularizer. This approach is traditional. The ordered sets (ai, bj, ck, . . . , tq) are tensors that convert the multilinear map CT into a linear map whose domain is a tensor product of six copies of the seven-dimensional space L and the four-dimensional space of initial distributions. &" Is the image of this linear map (see Greub 1967, pp. 1-12, 19 ; Dieudonne and Carrel1 197 1, pp. l-7 ) . Lake's approach was different. He noted that a, b, c, and d have natural actions on the space of expected spectra. That is, the 4 X 4 matrices extend to 256 X 256 matrices. Then &" is stable (Serre 1977, pp. l-7) under these larger matrices, which Lake calls "operators." Figure 3 shows the 54 independent linear invariants of topology IV that result from this procedure. Figure 4 gives 68 invariants of topology I. If you cleverly assign and reassign the names A, I3, C, and D to your four species, you can avoid treating any topologies besides I and IV.
An Improved Algorithm
The procedure just described takes many hours on a dedicated, fast computer. Most of this time is spent in the triangularizer. If the algorithm as it stands were applied to five species, the triangularizer would be handling spectra four times as long and 49 times as many of them. Months would be needed. Fortunately, most of this computation can be avoided by computing five-species ( 1,024-dimensional) expected spectra h from the 202 (or 188) \ basis vectors already identified for the fourspecies &".
The idea is to graft a minimal, two-species tree onto a tree for which &" is already known (fig. 5 ) . Let q& be the conditional probability of A and C in the species shown in the figure, given U at the join. Define 63 more q& in the same way for other X, Y, and R E { A, G, C, U } . Clearly, q& = aRCbRA, where a and b are the Markov matrices on the branches indicated in the figure. Let s = ( sAAAA, SAAAG, . . . , suuuu) be the expected spectrum of the four-species tree. Then the probability of the pattern shown is p( GUCAG > = z sGuRG&A = z %URGaRCbRA .
R R (6)
There are 1,023 more formulas like formula (6)) as there are 255 more like formula ( 5). With the whole set of 1,024, you generate a five-species expected spectrum. You could generate all possible five-species spectra if you knew all possible s, a, and b. The derivation of the algorithm continues from this point just as before. Knowing 202 basis vectors for &" is as good as knowing all possible s, and knowing seven basis matrices for L is as good as knowing all possible a or all possible b in L. The triangularizer will be called 202 l 7 ', or 9,898 times, not 23,059,204.
Beyond Balanced Transversions
Let a and p be positive numbers. The matrix 
are imposed, these matrices form a multiplicatively closed set. That is, for each a and p there is an alternative semigroup. I should emphasize that equations ( 8) and (9) do not follow from matrix ( 7 ) . They are required to keep matrix ( 7 ) from breaking down over the millions of years. Each of these semigroups leads to invariants, as I shall show next.
An Assay for Semigroups
The following theorem provides a quick way of screening semigroups to see whether they give invariants.
Theorem: If the two-species tree has no invariants under a given semigroup, then larger trees also have no invariants.
I shall sketch the proof for three-species trees. Let 33 and 3'3 be the two-species and three-species versions, respectively, of 3'. Say Z2 contains every pattern AA, AG, . . . , UU. I show that X3 contains every pattern AAA, AAG, . . . , UUU.
For example, here is how the pattern AGU arises. Let o (R, b,, c,) be the twospecies expected spectrum from initial state R and Markov matrices bl and c, on the branches indicated in figure 6. Since Z2 contains every pattern, lambdas exist for which 
kijlmR
Notice that I am taking the point of view here that the probability mass function of the root is always unconstrained so that invariants do not depend on it, only on the semigroup.
For an example, assume that b and c are Markov matrices of the form of matrix (7) This is because the binomial ( f3bRA -bRG) is zero when R E { C, U > and the other binomial is zero when R E { A, G } .
One can see trivially that the converse of the theorem is true by considering the four-species invariant for topology IV:
( uPXYAC -PXYAU -uXYGC + XYGU) ,
which, since it can be verified or rejected without even looking at species A and B, is merely a restatement of the invariant v just proved.
General Semigroups
Let 8 be any semigroup of Markov matrices. 8, i.e., the set of all matrices t of the form Let T be the algebra spanned bY 3 14 Cavender n t = c hk&, k=l where each Sk is in J?. Since T has at most 16 dimensions, there is a set of at most 16 matrices tk that span T. Each of these is a linear combination of finitely many elements from S, so there is a finite subset of S that can serve in @ace of {p, , p2, . . . , p7 } in the algorithm to generate all linear invariants resulting from T (or, more exactly, from the set of all stochastic matrices in T, which is a semigroup contained in T and containing S). This shows that, despite appearances, the algorithm does not depend on having a semigroup that is defined by linear constraints.
In practice one would ordinarily use the larger semigroup rather than S, since one's assumptions are then weaker. There is no loss in doing this; the two semigroups have the same invariants, as one can easily prove using by-now familiar methods.
The most familiar semigroup of Markov matrices is the one-parameter semigroup, a set of matrices of the form e"' with A4 a fixed matrix and t a varying, real, "time" or "evolutionary-distance" parameter. Such a semigroup will have a basis of at most four matrices Sk (Brogan 1985, pp. 202-205,208-209 ).
An Application
The expected spectrum for a string of RNA is the sum of the expected spectra for many individual positions. Each summand is in Z, and therefore the sum is also. For a given tree and semigroup, an algorithm is at hand to compute &". If the actual spectrum is significantly far from Z, either the tree or the semigroup must be rejected. The most fortunate user of the method would have some grounds for total faith in the semigroup and would find that a good statistical test rejects 14 of the 15 trees.
I have not located a test of the hypothesis that the parameters of a multinomial satisfy given linear equations. Here I treat the problem with a multivariate normal approximation. I hope someone can show me a better way.
Lake provided me with excellent data: aligned sequences of the 16s rRNA from the four species Homo sapiens, Desulfurococcus mobilis, Halobacterium volcanii, and Escherichia coli. I call these A, I3, C, and ID, respectively. The data are part of those treated by Lake (1988) . There are 1,095 aligned patterns in the set. To create an observed spectrum S, I merely count the number of AAAA, AAAG, AAAC, . . . , UUUU. [They happen to be 121, 5,4,. . . ,74. Thus S = (121,5,4,.
. . ,74).]
I decompose S into a sum of two vectors S = h + x, where h satisfies the invariants (i.e., h E 2') and where the "error" x is orthogonal to &" (which requires that x be a linear combination of the invariants).
I assume that the distribution of S is multinomial, with parameters given by the frequencies in h. The reader should be aware of three objections to this commonly accepted practice. First, S is a mixture of multinomials, not a multinomial. The result is that my estimated variances will be too large. This does not invalidate the test, for the power rather than the size is what suffers damage. The nonlinear invariantsthere are > 140 of them-might be used here to improve the power. Second, h is merely the element of &" that lies closest to S in Euclidean distance. It is a rough approximation for the element of Z that is best able to survive the subsequent x2 test. Third, I always got absurd negative components in h. I arbitrarily replaced these with zeros.
I next replace the multinomial with a multivariate normal having the same variances and covariances. This is common practice, but, despite the reassurances of authorities (van der Waerden 1969, pp. 226-228) , one should wonder about the effects of small sample size.
The rest is routine. The normal distribution is projected (Graybill 196 1, theorem 3.22, p. 68) into the subspace spanned by the invariants (because S was projected into this subspace to create x) ; x is recoordinatized in a frame where the normal is standard; and the length of x is tested with a one-tailed x2 with 54 or 68 degrees of freedom.
And what resulted? Almost nothing. I reject only trees III and IX at the 1% (or 5%) level. There are three possible explanations. First, the test I used, with its many approximations, could be at fault. Second, the semigroup L may be wrong. Third, maybe information about the ancestral connections of these four species is just not in their 16s ribosomal RNA.
Are the conclusions of Lake (1988) unjustified, then? I think not. One valid test can reject while another accepts, and it is a grave sin in statistics to try one test after another on the same data, looking for the conclusion you prefer. I do not wish to be guilty of this (although I really have no preference among the 15 trees for these four species), so I urge the reader to regard my reanalysis as merely a demonstration of method. Clearly, a better-founded statistical technique is needed-and fresh data.
Conclusion: A Mathematician's Perspective
If people must infer phylogenies from nucleic acid sequences, the method of linear invariants is, in my opinion, the best available today. But before I place too much confidence in it, I would like to know whether transversions are truly balanced. This will require statistical studies (designed first, conducted afterward!) involving large samples-and not just globin genes and not just vertebrates. I would also like to know how badly the method is affected by small deviations from this key assumption.
Finally, and what is probably most difficult, I would like to know whether the assumptions of statistical independence can be justified.
